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Search Engine Optimization

- There are ethical and unethical ways to approach SEO.

- Legitimate approach is to:
  - create valuable content
  - make it widely accessible
  - clearly organize it
  - keep it up to date
  - use web standards
  - use web validation tools
  - get high visibility sites to link to your content
Search Engine Optimization

- In unethical approaches (aka spam):
  - lots of tricks
    - make lots of fake pages which point to your site
    - make lots of fake comments on sites which point to your site
  - In a nutshell, “lie”
- Sometimes legitimate and illegitimate techniques are hard to differentiate. It can be a fine line between them.
Search Engine Optimization

- Ranking depends on the data center
  - [http://www.flickr.com/photos/the_impression_that_i_get/1321041609/](http://www.flickr.com/photos/the_impression_that_i_get/1321041609/)
- Examine the different results:
Keyword Stuffing

• First Generation Search Engines
  • Heavily relied on tf/idf ratio.
  • E.G. The highest ranking page for the query “brilliant computer scientist” had the most examples of those words.
Keyword Stuffing

- So SEOs responded by screwing around with keywords
- Misleading meta-tags
- Repeating keywords over and over and over and....
- Playing games with colors. (white on white keywords)
  - visible to spiders but not users in browsers
Keyword Stuffing

- Cloaking
  - define: Serving different content to a spider than to a user.
  - More sophisticated versions of differentiating what the spiders see versus the users
Other spam techniques

- Doorway pages
  - Like cloaking but using a redirect
  - Initial page is optimized for a keyword then a redirect takes the user to the “real” page
- Link spamming
  - Programs that search for blogs and automatically leave comments with links
- Robot Clicker-Fraud
  - Programs that “click” on query results to up their value.
Spam Industry

**Advanced Traffic:**
Get a first page listing on Google - GUARANTEED! For maximum search engine traffic - the best of SEO and search advertising. Visitors in just 48 hours from $7/day. [Discover the traffic potential!](#)

**WARNING:** This site contains sneaky, underhanded Black Hat SEO tactics.
Black Hat SEO is responsible for more online fortunes than you’d care to imagine but it’s NOT for everybody.

---

**Make Money Blogging**
See How I Earn Over Six Figures a year Blogging

---

**I Will Get Your Website to the Top of Google!**

The art of search engine optimization...gaining [top spots on Google](#)...is no easy chore. I know...this is my job...

I assist people in getting top positions for their websites on Google, Yahoo, MSN and all the other major search engines.

There are a few givens on the internet when it comes to trying to market goods and services:

**No Traffic=No Sales!**

End of story...that’s it...bottom line!

If you have a website...
Spam Contest

Google search results for "nigritude ultramarine".
The war on spam

- Quality Indicators
  - Statistical Analysis of Links (aka PageRank)
    - votes from authors
  - Usage indicators (users visiting a page)
    - votes from users
- Anti-Robot techniques
  - “Captcha”
  - Completely Automated Public Turing test to Tell Computers and Humans Apart
The war on spam

- Limits on meta keywords
- Spam Recognition by machine learning
- “no-follow” attribute
- Family Friendly filters
  - Automatic Detection of Pornography
    - Often the spammers desired landing page
- Text Analysis
  - Look for keywords and variants
The war on spam

- Robust Link Analysis
  - Ignore statistically improbable links
  - Use link analysis to detect spammers
    - “Guilt by association”
The war on spam

- Editorial Intervention
- Blacklists
- Query Reviews
- Customer Complaints
- Visualization Tools
Webmaster Guidelines

- Search Engines have SEO policies
  - What is allowed and not allowed
- Example: Search for “google webmaster guidelines” or “msn guidelines for successful indexing”
- Ignore them at your own risk
- Once you are blacklisted by a search engine you will disappear from the web
  - Remember how search engines enable scalability?
- Adversarial IR Research:
  - [http://airweb.cse.lehigh.edu/](http://airweb.cse.lehigh.edu/)
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